With New National Tourism Records Set, I Tour Vietnam Unveils
New Tours, Offers
International tourism to Vietnam rose more than 40 percent year-over-year for first
two months of 2017, and company's new tours and special offers ensure rewarding
adventures, I Tour Vietnam reports
International tourism to Vietnam rose more than 40 percent year-over-year for first two months of
2017, and company's new tours and special offers ensure rewarding adventures, I Tour Vietnam
reportsHO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam - March 16, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Vietnam's National
Administration of Tourism has just reported that international visitor arrivals for February rose more
than 40 percent compared to the year before. In just the first two months of 2017, more than 2
million tourists from other countries visited Vietnam, an increase of 33 percent compared to the year
before. With so much interest in visiting the country, i Tour Vietnam is the best way to experience
and learn about its largest city and other destinations.
New packages and special offers detailed at https://www.itourvn.com include a huge range of ways
to see what makes Vietnam such a vibrant, fascinating destination for so many. From exploring Ho
Chi Minh City's s lesser-known neighborhoods or delving into its nightlife to spending time on the
Mekong Delta, the new tours and special offers at www.itourvn.com ensure that every visitor can
have a memorable, rewarding time in Vietnam.
"Like many others, we were truly impressed by the latest statistics from the National Administration
of Tourism," said i Tour Vietnam co-founder and Managing Director Alexis Ly, "Interest in traveling
to Vietnam has been growing steadily for years, and these new figures make it clear that the trend is
still ramping up. While Vietnam is an incredibly dynamic and vibrant country, it can also be
overwhelming for travelers to come to grips with. Our new tour options and special offers are
designed to provide every participant with a real feeling for what makes Vietnam so special and
exciting."
As part of the country's Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism, the Vietnam National
Administration of Tourism regularly compiles and publishes statistics covering international travel to
the country. A report released in January attracted attention from around the world in revealing that
total tourist visits for 2016 had risen 26 percent compared to the year before. An even more recent
report including totals for the first two months of 2017 suggests a heightening of this
already-impressive trend, with about one-third more international visitors compared to the same part
of 2016 arriving to enjoy their time in Vietnam.
i Tour Vietnam is one of the best-reviewed and most popular tour providers anywhere in the country.
Headquartered in Ho Chi Minh City and fully licensed by the government, the company provides
private tours that immerse participants in Vietnam's authentic culture, history, and everyday life.
With a special focus on the bustling metropolis of Ho Chi Minh City, along with the surrounding
southern part of the country, i Tour Vietnam also offers entirely customized, multi-day tours that can
be arranged to cover anywhere else in Vietnam.
New standard tour options and special offers at the i Tour Vietnam website now make it even easier
and more rewarding to experience this spectacular country with the help of some of the most
dedicated and experienced local guides to be found anywhere. Visitors to itourvn.com will find the
new tour options detailed in full and can even make arrangements for their own customized
adventures online.
About i Tour Vietnam:
Offering private tours that put travelers in touch with the real Vietnam, fully licensed i Tour Vietnam
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provides personal, informed service that always focuses on quality over quantity.
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